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Mr. Bromley,

I have not heard back from you at all since my e-mail of October 15, 2018.  

In the absence of any response from you, I have written an open letter to you and have posted it at my blog:

https://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/2018/11/open-letter-to-blake-bromley.html

Attached is a .pdf of my open letter to you and the spreadsheets that I put together in the course of my analysis. I will send the other documents in a

separate e-mail (due to file size).

As I have said before several times, if I have stated anything that is factually incorrect or if I have missed any important points, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: October 15, 2018 9�36�21 AM

To: blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc: john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Fwd: Monkey Business

Mr. Bromley,

Last week, you suggested that there are serious errors in my work. I asked you (see below) to please specify and have not heard back from you since. 

Please do provide me with at least one example of what you consider to be a serious error in my work. I left a voice mail for you again this morning, with

the same request.

Tomorrow, I am testifying at a House of Commons Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics. As part of my remarks, I will be

speaking about charities that appear to me to be shells, including some the charities that you have registered.  I will also be providing the Committee

with the analysis that I have done of the grant-making by your charities and other information related to your charities.  As I did in the previous drafts of

my work which I sent you several weeks ago, I will include a reference to the latest feedback that I have had from you.

Once again, please provide me with at least one example of what you deem to be a serious error in my work.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: October 10, 2018 1�54�52 PM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: Julia Hogan <Julia@beneficgroup.com>,"john@chimp.net" <john@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Monkey Business

Mr. Bromley,

Thank you for taking time to reply.

Please give me a few examples of what you believe to be the most serious "errors" in my work.  In the absence of any specific examples from you, I

do not accept your suggestion that my work has many errors.

I will ask my Uncle Marv to meet with us. I will also send him a copy of my draft material so that he has a chance to take a look at it. 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Oct 10, 2018, at 01�05 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Dear Ms. Krause:

 

This presentation has so many errors that I do not have the time to respond to them.  I clearly do dispute your findings. It seems to me that you

do not understand either the issues related to funding and operating charitable foundations or the public benefit which flows from not

Open Letter to Blake Bromley - posted at my blog today

November 26, 2018 at 8�52 AM

From VIVIAN KRAUSE

To blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc john@chimp.net, Michael Cahen, Michael Cahen
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expending all of their resources immediately so that they are available to fund charities in the future.

 

I see no benefit in meeting with you. However, you have mentioned your uncle, Marvin Kehler, and I do have a great deal of respect for him and

his knowledge of the sector. Consequently, if he requests a meeting and he attends it with you, I will attend out of respect for your uncle.

 

Blake Bromley

 

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> 

 

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 12�30 PM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net; Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>; Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

 

Cc: Julia Hogan <Julia@beneficgroup.com>

 

Subject: Monkey Business - Revised - Please Reply

 

Mr. Blake Bromley and Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have left several voice mail messages for you. My calls have not been returned.  

 

I also spoke with your assistant, Julia, last week to ensure that my correspondence is reaching you.

 

In the absence of any feedback from you, I have revised my work (attached) to the best of my ability.

 

Please have no hesitation to contact me. I would welcome the opportunity to hear from you and speak with you.

 

If I do not hear back from you by the end of this week, I will assume that you do not dispute any of my findings or that you refuse to comment.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

 

Date: October 03, 2018 9�10�58 AM

 

To: blake@beneficgroup.com,john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

 

Cc: julia@benefic.com

 

Subject: Fwd: Monkey Business - Revised - Please Reply

Mr. Blake Bromley and Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have not received a response from you to the e-mail that I sent on Monday.

 

I would appreciate it if you would please let me know if I can expect to be hearing from you.

 

In advance, thank you very much.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

 

Date: October 01, 2018 3�42�08 PM

 

To: blake@beneficgroup.com,john@chimp.net

 

Cc: Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Monkey Business - Revised

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

Earlier this year, I did not receive a response from you to my request (below) for the CRA's letter of revocation of

Theanon Foundation. I have since obtained a redacted version of it from the CRA, as well as same for the CRA's

revocation of Canadian Education Forum.

 

As I have just explained in a previous e-mail, I have been invited to present to a parliamentary committee later this

month. My intention is to raise with the committee some of the issues and concerns that I have been trying to discuss

with you.  In preparation, I have revised and expanded the document that I sent to you earlier this spring.

 

As I requested in my previous e-mail, I would appreciate it if you would please review the attached draft and let me know

if you find that I have stated anything that is factually incorrect, or if I have missed any important points. More than that, I

would really appreciate it if I could have the opportunity to meet you and speak with you.

 

Like you, my family has a long history with the Christian & Missionary Alliance. Furthermore, one of my uncles is a long-

time acquaintance of yours and has been a director of some of the charities that you fund. I am hopeful that we have

some common values and would welcome the opportunity to hear your point of view.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause
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Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: May 11, 2018 11�52�35 AM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: "'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net)" <john@chimp.net>

Subject: Re: Follow Up Regarding May 9 Extension

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have received the letters that you sent on May 9, 2018.  While I appreciate that you took time to reply, I note

that you have not answered the questions that I asked in my e-mails, below.

 

In particular, would you please send me a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon Foundation?

If you decline to do so, I would appreciate it if you would please let me know. 

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�12 PM, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@mac.com> wrote:

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking time to reply once again to my e-mail of April 16.  

 

Some of the questions that I asked in that e-mail are ones that I presume that you could answer

- or at least partially answer - off of the top of your head. Nevertheless, as you request, I will wait

for your response until May 9. In the meantime, I will send you the additional spreadsheets that I

have compiled with regards to the breakdown of expenditures that are grouped under the

heading of Management & Administration (eg. Professional and consulting services, etc.)

 

I have no intention of making any inaccuracies nor unwarranted accusations. On the contrary,

the reason that I contacted you on April 16 was precisely to give you the opportunity to draw my

attention to any inaccuracies or serious omissions that there may have been in my initial draft

materials.

 

You mention below that I have "erroneously" mention an individual named Andrew Gay. In fact,

an individual by the name is listed in the tax returns as one of the original directors of three

charities that were registered on the same day as The Chimp Foundation:

 

Zawadi: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation

 

Global View: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845513423RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Global+View+Foundation

 

Pacific Light: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845363498RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Pacific+Light+Foundation

 

As I wrote on April 16, please do let me know if I have presented anything in the my draft

documents that is inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points. 

 

While I wait for your reply on or before May 9, 2018, would it be possible for you to provide me

with a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon Foundation?

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�40 AM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

Having heard no response from you, I am assuming that you have extended me the

courtesy of the extra time I have requested. My last two days have been engaged in

preparing for meetings in Manila, Marawi, Davao and Beijing.

 

Further, I believe it to be in your interest to not publish prior to my having responded

to your materials. In their current form, they contain many inaccuracies and

unwarranted accusations which have the potential to cause serious harm.  As one

example, you erroneously claim that an individual named Andrew Gay, QC has been

involved with Chimp.  I have no idea who Mr. Gay, Q.C. is beyond the reference to him

in your materials.  Given the overall theme of your draft material, I would expect him

to be very surprised and upset.  With the benefit of the extension for my response to

May 9, I will be able to  alert you to other errors that could have serious

consequences. 

 

Thank you for your understanding.

 

Blake
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From: Blake Bromley 

 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 2�22 PM

 

To: 'VIVIAN KRAUSE' <vivian.krause@mac.com>

 

Cc: 'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net) <john@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Asking for more time

 

 

Ms. Krause:

 

I have spent a great deal of time preparing a response to your email. This has

included an in-depth examination of things such as management and administration

fees so as to establish that inordinate amounts are not going into my pocket. As a

lawyer, it is also very difficult for me to get consents from the multi-parties you have

conglomerated into “Bromley foundations”. These include clients not in British

Columbia and parties which are entitled to solicitor-client privilege until such time as

they chose to waive that privilege.

 

My timeline is made much worse by the fact that this weekend I leave for a long

scheduled working trip to the Philippines and China and do not return until May 8.

This trip requires a great deal of preparation time as well and I, rather than my office,

am the only one who can prepare given the unique nature of the work I do in China

and the Philippines. While my office will continue to work on responding to your

materials while I am gone, would it be possible to delay my response until the end of

day on May 9. You have clearly spent a huge amount of time putting together the

information which you intend to publish. You have not suggested any deadline on

your part with regard to publishing. Consequently, I am asking that you enable me to

delay my response until I return from Asia. I assure you that there is no holiday time

in this trip. I will have difficulty with communications as most of the time will be spent

down in Mindanao which you know is a troubled region as this time.

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 11�53 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

 

Cc: john@chimp.net

 

Subject: Re: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp Foundation

& Other Charities

 

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking the time to reply to my e-mail. 

 

Given your circumstances, your response, indicating that you cannot respond by

tomorrow, seems reasonable to me. 

 

I will look forward to hearing from you, as you have suggested, by the end of the day

on April 25.

 

Thanks again for taking time to reply to me.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Apr 17, 2018, at 1�44 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

I returned to my office this morning after being out of town and found

this email. I do want to respond to many of the issues you have raised

but cannot possibly do so before 1700 tomorrow.

 

For example, I can respond immediately in outrage that your

management and administration fees claims are ridiculous. However, it

takes longer to review T3010 filings and realize how costs can be

interpreted as you have because of how information is categorized on

the T3010 return. Now that I realize that Almoner s̓  ‘Management and

adminʼ includes mortgage interest expense, property taxes, insurance

premiums etc and even includes amortization on the buildings owned by

it, I can provide a more informed response. While I can say that those

expenses are probably 95% of the total used in your materials, I cannot

be definitive before tomorrow.
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You have obviously devoted considerable time in assembling your

information and doing your analysis, it would seem reasonable to give us

time to respond.

 

Would you extend us the courtesy of waiting until 1700 PST on

Wednesday April 25 to respond?

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9�32 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net

 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp

Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I am writing to introduce myself and to express my opinions, concern

and questions about what appears to me to be going on with The Chimp

Foundation and other registered charities with which you are involved.

 

I believe that the matters about which I am writing to you are of public

interest therefore I will post this e-mail and the attached documents at

my blog: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/

 

By way of background, I am a local resident and researcher and have

written a series of articles about the funding of environmental and

elections activism. During the course of that work, I came across The

Chimp Foundation.  Based on my experience in the charitable sector, I

was concerned by what I saw when I initially looked at your tax returns

and other information that you have published about The Chimp

Foundation. I therefore took it upon myself to compile the information

and do the calculations that are presented in the attached documents. In

the course of doing this work, I have not been funded nor directed by

anyone. 

 

On the basis of my analysis as presented in the attached documents, it

is clear to me that you are involved in a network of many charities that

grant funds back and forth between themselves. According to my

calculations, 21 of these registered charities, including Chimp, have

reported at least $253 million (2010-2017) in tax-receipted donations

while spending only a small fraction of that on charitable programs and

grants to organizations outside of your network. Over the same years,

these same charities have reported $26 million in expenditures for

management and administration. In my view, these figures raise a series

of questions:

 

1) Who are the donors of the $253 million for which Chimp and other

registered charities affiliated with Chimp have issued tax-deductible

receipts? Put another way, who received the tax relief from the $25

million in tax-deductible receipts?

 

2) What charitable purposes have been served with the $253 million for

which your charities have issued tax-receipted donations. For example,

last year Chimp alone reported $45 million in tax-receipted donations.

What charitable purposes is Chimp serving with these funds?

 

3) Which are the property assets that Chimp charities have reported?

Why do so many of the Chimp charities dispose of their assets so

quickly and at a steep loss?

 

4) Who received the $26 million that the Chimp charities have paid for

management and administration? For what services were these fees

paid?  Were these fees paid to Blake Bromley and/or The Benefic Group?

 

5) The charitable status of The Theanon Foundation was recently

revoked. Are any of the other charities listed in the attached report

currently under audit by the CRA? If so, which charities?

 

If I have presented anything in the attached documents that is

inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points, please

let me know.  Please do not hesitate to contact me. I can be reached by

e-mail and will be glad to arrange a mutually convenient time to speak

with you.
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If I do not hear from you by Wednesday, April 18, 2018 at 5 pm PST, I will

assume that you do not dispute any of the information that I have

presented. If this is not enough time for you to take a look at what I have

compiled, please let me know.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

 

Vivian Krause

(604) 618-8110

@FairQuestions
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Attachments ...

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: November 26, 2018 8�52�55 AM

To: blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc: john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Open Letter to Blake Bromley - posted at my blog today

Mr. Bromley,

I have not heard back from you at all since my e-mail of October 15, 2018.  

In the absence of any response from you, I have written an open letter to you and have posted it at my blog:

https://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/2018/11/open-letter-to-blake-bromley.html

Attached is a .pdf of my open letter to you and the spreadsheets that I put together in the course of my analysis. I will send the other documents in a

separate e-mail (due to file size).

As I have said before several times, if I have stated anything that is factually incorrect or if I have missed any important points, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: October 15, 2018 9�36�21 AM

To: blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc: john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Fwd: Monkey Business

Mr. Bromley,

Last week, you suggested that there are serious errors in my work. I asked you (see below) to please specify and have not heard back from you

since. 

Please do provide me with at least one example of what you consider to be a serious error in my work. I left a voice mail for you again this morning,

with the same request.

Tomorrow, I am testifying at a House of Commons Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics. As part of my remarks, I will be

speaking about charities that appear to me to be shells, including some the charities that you have registered.  I will also be providing the

Committee with the analysis that I have done of the grant-making by your charities and other information related to your charities.  As I did in the

previous drafts of my work which I sent you several weeks ago, I will include a reference to the latest feedback that I have had from you.

Once again, please provide me with at least one example of what you deem to be a serious error in my work.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: October 10, 2018 1�54�52 PM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: Julia Hogan <Julia@beneficgroup.com>,"john@chimp.net" <john@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Monkey Business

Mr. Bromley,

Thank you for taking time to reply.

Please give me a few examples of what you believe to be the most serious "errors" in my work.  In the absence of any specific examples from

you, I do not accept your suggestion that my work has many errors.

Fwd: Open Letter to Blake Bromley - Attachments (Part 1 of 2)

November 26, 2018 at 8�54 AM

From VIVIAN KRAUSE

To blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc john@chimp.net, Michael Cahen, Michael Cahen

4 Monkey B… 26Nov2018.pdf 3.31 MB,  3 Monkey B… 26Nov2018.pdf 20.91 MB
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I will ask my Uncle Marv to meet with us. I will also send him a copy of my draft material so that he has a chance to take a look at it. 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Oct 10, 2018, at 01�05 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Dear Ms. Krause:

 

This presentation has so many errors that I do not have the time to respond to them.  I clearly do dispute your findings. It seems to me that

you do not understand either the issues related to funding and operating charitable foundations or the public benefit which flows from not

expending all of their resources immediately so that they are available to fund charities in the future.

 

I see no benefit in meeting with you. However, you have mentioned your uncle, Marvin Kehler, and I do have a great deal of respect for him

and his knowledge of the sector. Consequently, if he requests a meeting and he attends it with you, I will attend out of respect for your

uncle.

 

Blake Bromley

 

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> 

 

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 12�30 PM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net; Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>; Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

 

Cc: Julia Hogan <Julia@beneficgroup.com>

 

Subject: Monkey Business - Revised - Please Reply

 

Mr. Blake Bromley and Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have left several voice mail messages for you. My calls have not been returned.  

 

I also spoke with your assistant, Julia, last week to ensure that my correspondence is reaching you.

 

In the absence of any feedback from you, I have revised my work (attached) to the best of my ability.

 

Please have no hesitation to contact me. I would welcome the opportunity to hear from you and speak with you.

 

If I do not hear back from you by the end of this week, I will assume that you do not dispute any of my findings or that you refuse to

comment.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

 

Date: October 03, 2018 9�10�58 AM

 

To: blake@beneficgroup.com,john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

 

Cc: julia@benefic.com

 

Subject: Fwd: Monkey Business - Revised - Please Reply

Mr. Blake Bromley and Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have not received a response from you to the e-mail that I sent on Monday.

 

I would appreciate it if you would please let me know if I can expect to be hearing from you.

 

In advance, thank you very much.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

 

Date: October 01, 2018 3�42�08 PM

 

To: blake@beneficgroup.com,john@chimp.net

 

Cc: Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Monkey Business - Revised

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

Earlier this year, I did not receive a response from you to my request (below) for the CRA's letter of revocation of

Theanon Foundation. I have since obtained a redacted version of it from the CRA, as well as same for the CRA's

revocation of Canadian Education Forum.
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As I have just explained in a previous e-mail, I have been invited to present to a parliamentary committee later this

month. My intention is to raise with the committee some of the issues and concerns that I have been trying to

discuss with you.  In preparation, I have revised and expanded the document that I sent to you earlier this spring.

 

As I requested in my previous e-mail, I would appreciate it if you would please review the attached draft and let me

know if you find that I have stated anything that is factually incorrect, or if I have missed any important points. More

than that, I would really appreciate it if I could have the opportunity to meet you and speak with you.

 

Like you, my family has a long history with the Christian & Missionary Alliance. Furthermore, one of my uncles is a

long-time acquaintance of yours and has been a director of some of the charities that you fund. I am hopeful that we

have some common values and would welcome the opportunity to hear your point of view.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

 

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: May 11, 2018 11�52�35 AM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: "'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net)" <john@chimp.net>

Subject: Re: Follow Up Regarding May 9 Extension

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have received the letters that you sent on May 9, 2018.  While I appreciate that you took time to reply, I

note that you have not answered the questions that I asked in my e-mails, below.

 

In particular, would you please send me a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon

Foundation? If you decline to do so, I would appreciate it if you would please let me know. 

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�12 PM, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@mac.com> wrote:

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking time to reply once again to my e-mail of April 16.  

 

Some of the questions that I asked in that e-mail are ones that I presume that you could

answer - or at least partially answer - off of the top of your head. Nevertheless, as you

request, I will wait for your response until May 9. In the meantime, I will send you the

additional spreadsheets that I have compiled with regards to the breakdown of expenditures

that are grouped under the heading of Management & Administration (eg. Professional and

consulting services, etc.)

 

I have no intention of making any inaccuracies nor unwarranted accusations. On the

contrary, the reason that I contacted you on April 16 was precisely to give you the

opportunity to draw my attention to any inaccuracies or serious omissions that there may

have been in my initial draft materials.

 

You mention below that I have "erroneously" mention an individual named Andrew Gay. In

fact, an individual by the name is listed in the tax returns as one of the original directors of

three charities that were registered on the same day as The Chimp Foundation:

 

Zawadi: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation

 

Global View: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845513423RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Global+View+Foundation

 

Pacific Light: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845363498RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Pacific+Light+Foundation

 

As I wrote on April 16, please do let me know if I have presented anything in the my draft

documents that is inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points. 

 

While I wait for your reply on or before May 9, 2018, would it be possible for you to provide

me with a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon Foundation?

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�40 AM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:
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Having heard no response from you, I am assuming that you have extended me

the courtesy of the extra time I have requested. My last two days have been

engaged in preparing for meetings in Manila, Marawi, Davao and Beijing.

 

Further, I believe it to be in your interest to not publish prior to my having

responded to your materials. In their current form, they contain many

inaccuracies and unwarranted accusations which have the potential to cause

serious harm.  As one example, you erroneously claim that an individual

named Andrew Gay, QC has been involved with Chimp.  I have no idea who Mr.

Gay, Q.C. is beyond the reference to him in your materials.  Given the overall

theme of your draft material, I would expect him to be very surprised and upset. 

With the benefit of the extension for my response to May 9, I will be able to  alert

you to other errors that could have serious consequences. 

 

Thank you for your understanding.

 

Blake

 

 

From: Blake Bromley 

 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 2�22 PM

 

To: 'VIVIAN KRAUSE' <vivian.krause@mac.com>

 

Cc: 'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net) <john@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Asking for more time

 

 

Ms. Krause:

 

I have spent a great deal of time preparing a response to your email. This has

included an in-depth examination of things such as management and

administration fees so as to establish that inordinate amounts are not going into

my pocket. As a lawyer, it is also very difficult for me to get consents from the

multi-parties you have conglomerated into “Bromley foundations”. These include

clients not in British Columbia and parties which are entitled to solicitor-client

privilege until such time as they chose to waive that privilege.

 

My timeline is made much worse by the fact that this weekend I leave for a long

scheduled working trip to the Philippines and China and do not return until May

8. This trip requires a great deal of preparation time as well and I, rather than my

office, am the only one who can prepare given the unique nature of the work I do

in China and the Philippines. While my office will continue to work on responding

to your materials while I am gone, would it be possible to delay my response until

the end of day on May 9. You have clearly spent a huge amount of time putting

together the information which you intend to publish. You have not suggested

any deadline on your part with regard to publishing. Consequently, I am asking

that you enable me to delay my response until I return from Asia. I assure you

that there is no holiday time in this trip. I will have difficulty with communications

as most of the time will be spent down in Mindanao which you know is a troubled

region as this time.

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 11�53 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

 

Cc: john@chimp.net

 

Subject: Re: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp

Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking the time to reply to my e-mail. 

 

Given your circumstances, your response, indicating that you cannot respond by

tomorrow, seems reasonable to me. 

 

I will look forward to hearing from you, as you have suggested, by the end of the

day on April 25.

 

Thanks again for taking time to reply to me.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Apr 17, 2018, at 1�44 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:
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Ms. Krause:

 

I returned to my office this morning after being out of town and

found this email. I do want to respond to many of the issues you have

raised but cannot possibly do so before 1700 tomorrow.

 

For example, I can respond immediately in outrage that your

management and administration fees claims are ridiculous. However,

it takes longer to review T3010 filings and realize how costs can be

interpreted as you have because of how information is categorized

on the T3010 return. Now that I realize that Almoner s̓  ‘Management

and adminʼ includes mortgage interest expense, property taxes,

insurance premiums etc and even includes amortization on the

buildings owned by it, I can provide a more informed response. While

I can say that those expenses are probably 95% of the total used in

your materials, I cannot be definitive before tomorrow.

 

You have obviously devoted considerable time in assembling your

information and doing your analysis, it would seem reasonable to

give us time to respond.

 

Would you extend us the courtesy of waiting until 1700 PST on

Wednesday April 25 to respond?

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9�32 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net

 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp

Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I am writing to introduce myself and to express my opinions, concern

and questions about what appears to me to be going on with The

Chimp Foundation and other registered charities with which you are

involved.

 

I believe that the matters about which I am writing to you are of

public interest therefore I will post this e-mail and the attached

documents at my

blog: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/

 

By way of background, I am a local resident and researcher and have

written a series of articles about the funding of environmental and

elections activism. During the course of that work, I came across The

Chimp Foundation.  Based on my experience in the charitable sector,

I was concerned by what I saw when I initially looked at your tax

returns and other information that you have published about The

Chimp Foundation. I therefore took it upon myself to compile the

information and do the calculations that are presented in the

attached documents. In the course of doing this work, I have not

been funded nor directed by anyone. 

 

On the basis of my analysis as presented in the attached documents,

it is clear to me that you are involved in a network of many charities

that grant funds back and forth between themselves. According to

my calculations, 21 of these registered charities, including Chimp,

have reported at least $253 million (2010-2017) in tax-receipted

donations while spending only a small fraction of that on charitable

programs and grants to organizations outside of your network. Over

the same years, these same charities have reported $26 million in

expenditures for management and administration. In my view, these

figures raise a series of questions:

 

1) Who are the donors of the $253 million for which Chimp and other

registered charities affiliated with Chimp have issued tax-deductible

receipts? Put another way, who received the tax relief from the $25

million in tax-deductible receipts?

 

2) What charitable purposes have been served with the $253 million

for which your charities have issued tax-receipted donations. For

example, last year Chimp alone reported $45 million in tax-receipted

donations. What charitable purposes is Chimp serving with these

funds?
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3) Which are the property assets that Chimp charities have

reported? Why do so many of the Chimp charities dispose of their

assets so quickly and at a steep loss?

 

4) Who received the $26 million that the Chimp charities have paid

for management and administration? For what services were these

fees paid?  Were these fees paid to Blake Bromley and/or The

Benefic Group?

 

5) The charitable status of The Theanon Foundation was recently

revoked. Are any of the other charities listed in the attached report

currently under audit by the CRA? If so, which charities?

 

If I have presented anything in the attached documents that is

inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points,

please let me know.  Please do not hesitate to contact me. I can be

reached by e-mail and will be glad to arrange a mutually convenient

time to speak with you.

 

If I do not hear from you by Wednesday, April 18, 2018 at 5 pm PST, I

will assume that you do not dispute any of the information that I have

presented. If this is not enough time for you to take a look at what I

have compiled, please let me know.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

 

Vivian Krause

(604) 618-8110

@FairQuestions
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Attachments ...

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: November 26, 2018 8�54�54 AM

To: blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc: john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>

Subject: Fwd: Open Letter to Blake Bromley - Attachments (Part 1 of 2)

Attachments ...

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: November 26, 2018 8�52�55 AM

To: blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc: john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Open Letter to Blake Bromley - posted at my blog today

Mr. Bromley,

I have not heard back from you at all since my e-mail of October 15, 2018.  

In the absence of any response from you, I have written an open letter to you and have posted it at my blog:

https://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/2018/11/open-letter-to-blake-bromley.html

Attached is a .pdf of my open letter to you and the spreadsheets that I put together in the course of my analysis. I will send the other documents in a

separate e-mail (due to file size).

As I have said before several times, if I have stated anything that is factually incorrect or if I have missed any important points, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: October 15, 2018 9�36�21 AM

To: blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc: john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Fwd: Monkey Business

Mr. Bromley,

Last week, you suggested that there are serious errors in my work. I asked you (see below) to please specify and have not heard back from you

since. 

Please do provide me with at least one example of what you consider to be a serious error in my work. I left a voice mail for you again this

morning, with the same request.

Tomorrow, I am testifying at a House of Commons Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics. As part of my remarks, I

will be speaking about charities that appear to me to be shells, including some the charities that you have registered.  I will also be providing the

Committee with the analysis that I have done of the grant-making by your charities and other information related to your charities.  As I did in the

previous drafts of my work which I sent you several weeks ago, I will include a reference to the latest feedback that I have had from you.

Once again, please provide me with at least one example of what you deem to be a serious error in my work.

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: October 10, 2018 1�54�52 PM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: Julia Hogan <Julia@beneficgroup.com>,"john@chimp.net" <john@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael

Open Letter to Blake Bromley - Attachments (Part 2 of 2)

November 26, 2018 at 8�56 AM

From VIVIAN KRAUSE

To blake@beneficgroup.com

Cc john@chimp.net, Michael Cahen, Michael Cahen

6 Virtual Vancouver.pdf 4.88 MB,  5 Foundati…ublic Good.pdf 1.88 MB
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Cahen <michael@cahen.net>

Subject: Monkey Business

Mr. Bromley,

Thank you for taking time to reply.

Please give me a few examples of what you believe to be the most serious "errors" in my work.  In the absence of any specific examples

from you, I do not accept your suggestion that my work has many errors.

I will ask my Uncle Marv to meet with us. I will also send him a copy of my draft material so that he has a chance to take a look at it. 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Oct 10, 2018, at 01�05 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Dear Ms. Krause:

 

This presentation has so many errors that I do not have the time to respond to them.  I clearly do dispute your findings. It seems to me

that you do not understand either the issues related to funding and operating charitable foundations or the public benefit which flows

from not expending all of their resources immediately so that they are available to fund charities in the future.

 

I see no benefit in meeting with you. However, you have mentioned your uncle, Marvin Kehler, and I do have a great deal of respect for

him and his knowledge of the sector. Consequently, if he requests a meeting and he attends it with you, I will attend out of respect for

your uncle.

 

Blake Bromley

 

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com> 

 

Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2018 12�30 PM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net; Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>; Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

 

Cc: Julia Hogan <Julia@beneficgroup.com>

 

Subject: Monkey Business - Revised - Please Reply

 

Mr. Blake Bromley and Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have left several voice mail messages for you. My calls have not been returned.  

 

I also spoke with your assistant, Julia, last week to ensure that my correspondence is reaching you.

 

In the absence of any feedback from you, I have revised my work (attached) to the best of my ability.

 

Please have no hesitation to contact me. I would welcome the opportunity to hear from you and speak with you.

 

If I do not hear back from you by the end of this week, I will assume that you do not dispute any of my findings or that you refuse to

comment.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

 

Date: October 03, 2018 9�10�58 AM

 

To: blake@beneficgroup.com,john@chimp.net,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen

<michael@cahen.net>

 

Cc: julia@benefic.com

 

Subject: Fwd: Monkey Business - Revised - Please Reply

Mr. Blake Bromley and Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have not received a response from you to the e-mail that I sent on Monday.

 

I would appreciate it if you would please let me know if I can expect to be hearing from you.

 

In advance, thank you very much.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

 

Date: October 01, 2018 3�42�08 PM

 

To: blake@beneficgroup.com,john@chimp.net
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Cc: Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>,Michael Cahen <michael.cahen@chimp.net>

Subject: Monkey Business - Revised

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

Earlier this year, I did not receive a response from you to my request (below) for the CRA's letter of revocation of

Theanon Foundation. I have since obtained a redacted version of it from the CRA, as well as same for the CRA's

revocation of Canadian Education Forum.

 

As I have just explained in a previous e-mail, I have been invited to present to a parliamentary committee later

this month. My intention is to raise with the committee some of the issues and concerns that I have been trying

to discuss with you.  In preparation, I have revised and expanded the document that I sent to you earlier this

spring.

 

As I requested in my previous e-mail, I would appreciate it if you would please review the attached draft and let

me know if you find that I have stated anything that is factually incorrect, or if I have missed any important

points. More than that, I would really appreciate it if I could have the opportunity to meet you and speak with you.

 

Like you, my family has a long history with the Christian & Missionary Alliance. Furthermore, one of my uncles is

a long-time acquaintance of yours and has been a director of some of the charities that you fund. I am hopeful

that we have some common values and would welcome the opportunity to hear your point of view.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

 

Begin forwarded message:

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@me.com>

Date: May 11, 2018 11�52�35 AM

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

Cc: "'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net)" <john@chimp.net>

Subject: Re: Follow Up Regarding May 9 Extension

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I have received the letters that you sent on May 9, 2018.  While I appreciate that you took time to

reply, I note that you have not answered the questions that I asked in my e-mails, below.

 

In particular, would you please send me a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon

Foundation? If you decline to do so, I would appreciate it if you would please let me know. 

 

Sincerely,

Vivian Krause

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�12 PM, VIVIAN KRAUSE <vivian.krause@mac.com> wrote:

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking time to reply once again to my e-mail of April 16.  

 

Some of the questions that I asked in that e-mail are ones that I presume that you could

answer - or at least partially answer - off of the top of your head. Nevertheless, as you

request, I will wait for your response until May 9. In the meantime, I will send you the

additional spreadsheets that I have compiled with regards to the breakdown of

expenditures that are grouped under the heading of Management & Administration (eg.

Professional and consulting services, etc.)

 

I have no intention of making any inaccuracies nor unwarranted accusations. On the

contrary, the reason that I contacted you on April 16 was precisely to give you the

opportunity to draw my attention to any inaccuracies or serious omissions that there may

have been in my initial draft materials.

 

You mention below that I have "erroneously" mention an individual named Andrew Gay. In

fact, an individual by the name is listed in the tax returns as one of the original directors

of three charities that were registered on the same day as The Chimp Foundation:

 

Zawadi: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845641893RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Zawadi+Foundation

 

Global View: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845513423RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Global+View+Foundation

 

Pacific Light: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/t3010form21officers-eng.action?

b=845363498RR0001&fpe=2009-07-31&n=Pacific+Light+Foundation

 

As I wrote on April 16, please do let me know if I have presented anything in the my draft

documents that is inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points. 
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While I wait for your reply on or before May 9, 2018, would it be possible for you to

provide me with a copy of the CRA's letter of revocation of the Theanon Foundation?

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

On Apr 25, 2018, at 11�40 AM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com> wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

Having heard no response from you, I am assuming that you have extended

me the courtesy of the extra time I have requested. My last two days have

been engaged in preparing for meetings in Manila, Marawi, Davao and

Beijing.

 

Further, I believe it to be in your interest to not publish prior to my having

responded to your materials. In their current form, they contain many

inaccuracies and unwarranted accusations which have the potential to cause

serious harm.  As one example, you erroneously claim that an individual

named Andrew Gay, QC has been involved with Chimp.  I have no idea

who Mr. Gay, Q.C. is beyond the reference to him in your materials.  Given the

overall theme of your draft material, I would expect him to be very surprised

and upset.  With the benefit of the extension for my response to May 9, I will

be able to  alert you to other errors that could have serious consequences. 

 

Thank you for your understanding.

 

Blake

 

 

From: Blake Bromley 

 

Sent: Monday, April 23, 2018 2�22 PM

 

To: 'VIVIAN KRAUSE' <vivian.krause@mac.com>

 

Cc: 'John Bromley' (john@chimp.net) <john@chimp.net>

 

Subject: Asking for more time

 

 

Ms. Krause:

 

I have spent a great deal of time preparing a response to your email. This has

included an in-depth examination of things such as management and

administration fees so as to establish that inordinate amounts are not going

into my pocket. As a lawyer, it is also very difficult for me to get consents

from the multi-parties you have conglomerated into “Bromley foundations”.

These include clients not in British Columbia and parties which are entitled to

solicitor-client privilege until such time as they chose to waive that privilege.

 

My timeline is made much worse by the fact that this weekend I leave for a

long scheduled working trip to the Philippines and China and do not return

until May 8. This trip requires a great deal of preparation time as well and I,

rather than my office, am the only one who can prepare given the unique

nature of the work I do in China and the Philippines. While my office will

continue to work on responding to your materials while I am gone, would it

be possible to delay my response until the end of day on May 9. You have

clearly spent a huge amount of time putting together the information which

you intend to publish. You have not suggested any deadline on your part with

regard to publishing. Consequently, I am asking that you enable me to delay

my response until I return from Asia. I assure you that there is no holiday time

in this trip. I will have difficulty with communications as most of the time will

be spent down in Mindanao which you know is a troubled region as this time.

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 11�53 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

 

Cc: john@chimp.net

 

Subject: Re: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About Chimp

Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Bromley,

 

Thank you for taking the time to reply to my e-mail. 

 

Given your circumstances, your response, indicating that you cannot

respond by tomorrow, seems reasonable to me. 

mailto:blake@beneficgroup.com
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I will look forward to hearing from you, as you have suggested, by the end of

the day on April 25.

 

Thanks again for taking time to reply to me.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian

On Apr 17, 2018, at 1�44 PM, Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>

wrote:

Ms. Krause:

 

I returned to my office this morning after being out of town and

found this email. I do want to respond to many of the issues you

have raised but cannot possibly do so before 1700 tomorrow.

 

For example, I can respond immediately in outrage that your

management and administration fees claims are ridiculous.

However, it takes longer to review T3010 filings and realize how

costs can be interpreted as you have because of how

information is categorized on the T3010 return. Now that I realize

that Almoner s̓  ‘Management and adminʼ includes mortgage

interest expense, property taxes, insurance premiums etc and

even includes amortization on the buildings owned by it, I can

provide a more informed response. While I can say that those

expenses are probably 95% of the total used in your materials, I

cannot be definitive before tomorrow.

 

You have obviously devoted considerable time in assembling

your information and doing your analysis, it would seem

reasonable to give us time to respond.

 

Would you extend us the courtesy of waiting until 1700 PST on

Wednesday April 25 to respond?

 

Sincerely,

 

Blake

 

From: VIVIAN KRAUSE [mailto:vivian.krause@mac.com] 

 

Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9�32 AM

 

To: Blake Bromley <blake@beneficgroup.com>; john@chimp.net

 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Troubling Analysis & Questions About

Chimp Foundation & Other Charities

 

Mr. Blake Bromley & Mr. John Bromley,

 

I am writing to introduce myself and to express my opinions,

concern and questions about what appears to me to be going on

with The Chimp Foundation and other registered charities with

which you are involved.

 

I believe that the matters about which I am writing to you are of

public interest therefore I will post this e-mail and the attached

documents at my

blog: http://fairquestions.typepad.com/rethink_campaigns/

 

By way of background, I am a local resident and researcher and

have written a series of articles about the funding of

environmental and elections activism. During the course of that

work, I came across The Chimp Foundation.  Based on my

experience in the charitable sector, I was concerned by what I

saw when I initially looked at your tax returns and other

information that you have published about The Chimp

Foundation. I therefore took it upon myself to compile the

information and do the calculations that are presented in the

attached documents. In the course of doing this work, I have not

been funded nor directed by anyone. 

 

On the basis of my analysis as presented in the attached

documents, it is clear to me that you are involved in a network of

many charities that grant funds back and forth between

themselves. According to my calculations, 21 of these registered

charities, including Chimp, have reported at least $253 million

(2010-2017) in tax-receipted donations while spending only a

small fraction of that on charitable programs and grants to
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organizations outside of your network. Over the same years,

these same charities have reported $26 million in expenditures

for management and administration. In my view, these figures

raise a series of questions:

 

1) Who are the donors of the $253 million for which Chimp and

other registered charities affiliated with Chimp have issued tax-

deductible receipts? Put another way, who received the tax relief

from the $25 million in tax-deductible receipts?

 

2) What charitable purposes have been served with the $253

million for which your charities have issued tax-receipted

donations. For example, last year Chimp alone reported $45

million in tax-receipted donations. What charitable purposes is

Chimp serving with these funds?

 

3) Which are the property assets that Chimp charities have

reported? Why do so many of the Chimp charities dispose of

their assets so quickly and at a steep loss?

 

4) Who received the $26 million that the Chimp charities have

paid for management and administration? For what services

were these fees paid?  Were these fees paid to Blake Bromley

and/or The Benefic Group?

 

5) The charitable status of The Theanon Foundation was recently

revoked. Are any of the other charities listed in the attached

report currently under audit by the CRA? If so, which charities?

 

If I have presented anything in the attached documents that is

inaccurate or incorrect or if I have missed any important points,

please let me know.  Please do not hesitate to contact me. I can

be reached by e-mail and will be glad to arrange a mutually

convenient time to speak with you.

 

If I do not hear from you by Wednesday, April 18, 2018 at 5 pm

PST, I will assume that you do not dispute any of the information

that I have presented. If this is not enough time for you to take a

look at what I have compiled, please let me know.

 

Sincerely,

Vivian 

 

Vivian Krause

(604) 618-8110

@FairQuestions

 

 


